What’s next
for GM site?

Perfect weather
A glorious first day
of autumn greeted runners
in the 81st annual Midwest
Invitational cross country
meet at Blackhawk Golf
Course. Page 1B

The owner of the 250-acre
site will unveil ‘preliminary’
plans at a planned public
open house Tuesday.
Page 2A
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landscape
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A photo illustration shows the planned Milwaukee Street Bridge that’s set to replace the current bridge by June 2019.

Bridging the gap
Some downtown merchants brace for Milwaukee Street bridge project
By Neil Johnson
njohnson@gazettextra.com
JANESVILLE

This summer, Glass
Garden owner Judy Shumway has dealt with a tearup across West Milwaukee
Street that has turned a
public lot where her customers once parked into a
construction site for a new
hotel.
And since April, Shumway and her customers
have contended with a
weeks-long closure of
South River Street west of
her stained-glass studio
and shop in downtown
Janesville.
The closure comes as
the city converts one block
of South River Street to a
“festival street” as part of
the ARISE downtown revitalization project.
Soon, Shumway and
the 45 or so other businesses along West Milwaukee
Street west of the river will
wrestle with another closure—one that will disrupt
traffic for months.
Starting Oct. 1, the arterial link between the
east and west sides of
downtown—the Milwau-
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Demolition of the Milwaukee Street Bridge is scheduled to start on Oct. 1. The aging bridge
is being torn out and replaced with a new $5.7 million structure. By late June 2019, the
new bridge should be open for traffic.
kee Street Bridge—will be
gone. The aging bridge
is being torn out and replaced, a $5.7 million
project planned for years.
City officials and a state
contractor overseeing the
work say the project will
take about nine months to
complete.
By late June 2019, the
new Milwaukee Street
bridge should reopen, allowing vehicle, foot and

bicycle traffic to span the
Rock River in the heart of
downtown’s riverfront revitalization area.
So Shumway and West
Milwaukee Street businesses brace for the bridge
project and another one
after that: a complete rebuild of West Milwaukee
Street in 2020 or 2021.
Some shop owners and
downtown business coalitions told The Gazette

they’re working on strategies to stay visible to detoured motorists during
the project.
But after months of
construction, there’s uncertainty for those businesses.
Shumway said after
street tear-ups started
this year, she saw a 20
percent decrease in sales
compared to last summer.
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Rust Belt states that helped Trump win
appear to be spurning Republicans
By John McCormick
Bloomberg News
CHICAGO

The Rust Belt states that
provided an election night
shocker two years ago—
delivering the presidency
to Donald Trump—could
hand Democrats crucial
wins in the midterm elections.
Wisconsin, Michigan
and Pennsylvania, which
Trump won in 2016 by a total of less than 80,000 votes
to put him over the top in
the Electoral College count,
are looking less like Trump
country this year, as Republicans trail Democratic
opponents.
The shift illustrates the
year’s challenging political landscape for Republicans. Even with a booming
economy and record stock
market—typically benchmarks of presidential success—the party’s chances of
keeping control of the U.S.
House have dropped in recent weeks. Trump’s vulnerabilities even threaten the
party’s prospects of holding
the U.S. Senate, long considered thought safe from
Democratic takeover this
year.
In 2016, Republicans
made major inroads in the
Rust Belt and the Upper
Midwest when Trump ran
up larger margins among
rural voters than Republican Mitt Romney had fouryears earlier. Trump flipped

four states in the region
that backed Barack Obama
for president in 2012: Iowa,
Wisconsin, Michigan and
Pennsylvania. A fifth, Minnesota, came as close to going for a GOP presidential
candidate in 2016 as it had
since 1984.
The stakes in those
states remain high: they
collectively are hosting five
Senate races, as well as five
House contests rated as
tossups by the nonpartisan
Cook Political Report. Democrats need a net gain of 23
seats to take the House and
two to win the Senate.
The situation confronting Republicans is typified
in Wisconsin, where Trump
beat Democrat Hillary Clinton by 22,748 votes, or 0.8
percentage points.
While times are generally good in the Badger
State—the unemployment
rate in July was 2.9 percent,
down from 3.5 percent in
the month Trump took office, and below the national
average—Republican candidates are struggling.
Gov. Scott Walker, once
a rising Republican Party
star, is fighting for his political life, according to a
Marquette University Law
School Poll released on
Sept. 18. The survey showed
Democrat Tony Evers with
the support of 49 percent
of likely voters, compared
with 44 percent for Walker.
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Saving the past: Whitewater cemetery gets local landmark status
WHITEWATER

From the outside, Whitewater’s Oak Grove
Cemetery appears like any other pioneer burial
ground.
But pass through its historic
gate, and you’ll discover the rich
stories under the shade of sweeping spruce trees.
“It is an unbelievable walk
through history,” said Pat Blackmer on a recent morning as she
unlocked the cemetery’s gate.
ANNA
Blackmer proposed that the
MARIE LUX
site become the city’s 24th local
landmark, and the Whitewater
BETWEEN
Landmarks Commission unanTHE LINES
imously approved it earlier this
month.
The cemetery’s new designation is a reminder
of the importance of saving the past.
The landmark status helps draw attention to

the site and educates the public about its history,
said Dan Richardson of the landmarks commission.
“That’s the big reason I voted for it,” he explained.
In addition, the cemetery on East Main Street
is now protected by local ordinance, Blackmer
said.
Among the more than 800 recorded burials are
Whitewater’s 19th-century movers and shakers.
They include:
 Dr. James Trippe, father of Whitewater’s first
industry, a grist mill, which breathed economic
life into the struggling young village.
 Prosper Cravath, a meticulous keeper of
Whitewater’s history who wrote “The Early Annals of Whitewater.”
 George Esterly, who had a cast-iron archway created in his foundry and installed at the

OBITUARIES AND DEATH NOTICES, 5A, 10A
•Lillian E. Aurit
•Betty Baker
•Frederick W. Bertolaet
•Krystoffer S. Dortch

•Stewart O. “Pete” Kersten
•Richard “Dick” Meredith
•Barbara S. O’Leary
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The Whitewater Landmarks Commission has designated the historic Oak
Turn to CEMETERY on Page 6A Grove Cemetery as a local landmark.

TODAY’S WEATHER
High 73 | Low 52
Nice with
plenty of sun
More on 11A
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